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EDITORIAL
We live in a strange environment at the
UC Medical Center and for the students here
SYNAPSE is a great anomaly. That this is
true is shown by the lack of student response
to the paper (we get few letters!) To think about
why this is so we have to think about the peculiar nature of us —the students here.

VIETNAM

We are more or less young people moving
relentlessly if often traumatically towards not
so much of a job, or a series of tasks, but
towards a role. In the University students enjoy
they usually want to stay. Here however,
it

—

we concentrate very firmly on attaining our
end on 'getting out' on 'being a —'. The taking
up of this role, be it Dentist, Doctor, Academic
is the important aim of our being here —and
becomes more so the nearer we get to it.
Presumably most of us know that nothing
will change significantly about us once we
transfer roles. Though they may mature, our
hang-ups, neuroses, frustrations, (and our
joys) will still be around. But that doesn't
matter. In a day to day way we very much want
to be the new Mr.
Who? The whole process,
particularly in the Medical School is one of
slow role change, from the time the black
bag is bought to the sound of the page calling

..

Dr. Student.
How does this relate to SYNAPSE? Our
Society is a perniciously privatized one.
There is a very strong feeling that we not
but that we should live as completely private individuals -divorced as largely as possible from the areas of life which
are social rather than personal.
It is here at the Medical Center, where
this privatization finds a beautiful rationale,
where in fact it is unwittingly 'pushed. Primarily the very private role-goal phenomenon
discussed above — but other things too: the
workload, the interest of the work, the officebuilding atmosphere all say 'introvert. Play,
Work, Screw and Sleep but be sure to keep
private. Not only is it so easy but it is so
wise — how else can we accomplish all we
are here to accomplish?
It is in this context, then, that SYNAPSE
is an anomaly. In the ordinary University Campus, where there is a genuine intellectual interest in the external world (possibly the only
place in society where there is) such a paper
would seem commonplace. However, SYNAPSE
tries to be a University paper in a nonintellectual environment and this is the cause
of its uneasiness. So~SYNAPSE exists as this
out of place, often irrelevant batch of words.
In fact there is often a feeling of rape that
occurs when SYNAPSE is out on the stands
— that we should not be forcing this kind of
public material on a blissfully ingrown studentry. SYNAPSE talks social to people who
have no need to be
Lt talks suffering to
people who do not and it roams around looking for issues to which the students will reoften finds them in Food or Basketspond
shudders
and moves on.
ball,
It would seem that because of its unnatural state SYNAPSE may not long exist in
its present form here. Two things may happen. The student body may continue to increase its social awareness, in which case
SYNAPSE, or something like it will become a
natural adjunct or SYNAPSE will eventually
revert to a newsy, campus piece.
by Peter Lipton
not only can,

—

—

THE DRAFT-A New Kind of Lynching

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Synapse & Napalm
The SYNAPSE has often condemned the U.S. Government for
its hundreds of Napalm victims
as did the worthy gentlemen who
volunteered for This Committee
For Responsibility apparently.
The committee are supposed to
be highly educated men and they
fell for enemy propaganda hook,
line and sinker.
The enclosed clipping could be
well used by anyone desiring pear/;
without surrender. Some day and 1
hope not too late, you will begin
to realize the Iron and Bamboo
curtains are keeping people IN,
tell me, why?
I am certain the old slop about
ONE napalm burn being too many
will be cast in reply to this clipping, if so, what answer will you
give to the Cold Statistics section
of this article, the results of the
Viet Cong political persuasions,
for people who are so "freely"
supported by the peasants they

are certainly hard.
Propaganda is a delicate thing,
be careful how you use it. If you
look close you will see the forty
cases of burns did not specify
Napalm burns, only burns, how
many burn cases in 36 U.S. hospitals and we don't live in dry
grass homes.
I am beginning to believe the
vast opposition to the Viet Nam
situation Comes from the desire
to avoid personal involvement and

not from any desire to relieve

someone elses suffering.
A surgeon must use a knife to
cut out a cancer, isn't the armed
forces of the U.S. such a knife?
In the last issue you reported
"Patriot" was eing "investigated," well, pussy, pussy, pussy.
Which Big Brother is watching
and investigating? Hmmmm?
a

Douglas J. Craig

Nakamura Lauded
At special farewell dinner meet-

ing on May 31 at Zeta Chapter of
Delta Sigma Delta, graduating sen-

ior members were honored with a
champagne toast. Special honors
went to Robert Nakamura, voted
the outstanding senior for his untiring efforts through the years on
behalf of the fraternity and its
members. Bob is a rare breec
of human; a quiet fellow, always
ready to help, plunging into the gap
where help was needed, doing the
job and then facing away without
a thought of reward or need of
thanks. From the freshmen, sophomore and junior delts: our congratulations to the graduating seniors
and our thanks for a job well done.
Historian Andy Nagy Zeta Chapter
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Money & Medicine
Opinion by Daniel Miller

A Tribute to Sharon Mindlin
Sharon Mindlin, the senior

nur-

sing student who served as the
ASUCMCSF president this past
year, has performed an outstanding job.
Devoid of the customary gladhanding and pompous statements

Of all the possible pathways open to a young man seeking his
life's work, no profession seems to hold much potential for selfsatisfaction as that of medicine. It seems a ready-made shangri-la
for the humanist, in which he can feel that he's doing something
significant for other individuals while not having to worry about
making a living.
This, of course, is idealistic to the point of melodrama, but the
fact remains that there are many personal satisfactions for the man
interested in other people in Medicine. To cure pneumonia, to help
the crippled walk, to guide the confused and frightened are all functions of the profession and the men who make it up. The majorityprobably over 95% —of those who begin medical training are basically interested in doing significant work for other people and should
be satisfied by their duties and happy in their profession.
Why is it, then, that we hear so much about doctors being more
interested in their pocketbooks than their patients? Why is it that
many practicing physicians DO seem to be living for the acquisition
of material objects, having seen their once-strong idealism fade?
The answers to these questions are surely as numerous as the
disillusioned physicians we're talking about, but surely part of the
answer must be in medical training, and the many frustrations it
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Sharon Mindlin

of student leaders, Miss Mindlin
has worked hard and continuously
towards realistic and significant
goals. Elsewhere in this SYNAPSE
(see page 11 ). Miss Mindlin reviews the accomplishments of the
Associated Students Council.
There is no need to review this
impressive list here, but there
is a need to point out, as anyone
who has been involved with student government knows, that this
sort of accomplishment is only
achieved with a strong and dedicated leader.

Miss Mindlin has maintained a

remarkably open andflexible position, listening and indeed seeking
viewpoints on every side of issues.

She has fostered debate and creative thinking, and when convinced
of a position has moved decisively
to implement it.

This broad attitude and hard
work has brought the students
here many gains, ranging from
better academic programs to a
more exciting extra curricular
environment. Because of her efforts, the Mcd Center will be a better place for those of us remaining here, and for those students
coming here in future years.
For this, we thank her.
Frank Sarnquist
Editor in Chief

-

--

entails.

Pre-med and medical school are extremely time-consuming, and
many students feel that they have not had the opportunity to see
different things or relax and enjoy themselves in ways that would
be satisfying to them. After internship, residency, and the required
stint in the Army, many are tired, in debt and frustrated. Or, what
is worse, they have become demoralized in their training by numerous frustrating little failures involving patients, their families
or the professor.
It is at this point that many seek relief from their frustration and
weariness in material objects. A sailboat, a ranch, a plane show
them promise of enjoyable times spent away from the constant pressur' of books, journals, dying people and incredibly little free time
fo. anything but medicine.
The practice of Medicine can indeed be a deep well of joy and
satisfaction for many, but for many others, the long, tedious, often
discouraging and frustrating process of medical training drives them
away from their once closely held humanism ana toward impersonal
materialism.

MORE LETTERS MORE

LETTER

Avoid the plethora of junk. Cut present four year curriculum.
A short historical anecdote foldown the number ofbulletin boards.
In reference to your editorial Restrict posting to a FEW speci- lows which explains my chagrin in
comment in your sheet of May sth fied areas.
over Miss Andrews' proposal. Unregarding the use of walls in hse
til the 11th century A.D. maniH.W. Faucett
Junior, Dentistry
lobby for bulletins, I must declare
curists (though not required by
myself as opposed. This campus
law), engaged in a four yearmediis inundated with volumes of ballycally oriented training program
to private practice. One
prior
hoo for everything from distinwith
Miss
displeased
was
much
1
guished speakers to used washing Marilyn Andrews' letter in the may argue that this is indeed too
machines. There is so much posted next to last issue of the SYNAPSE lengthy a period to master the art
on various boards that many in- concerning the desirability of a of cleaning and shaping finger
teresting items escape the atten- two-year Dental Hygiene train- nails and one may have a good
tion of interested people.
ing program as opposed to the point. However, because of this

Plethora of Junk

Manicure for D.H.

Protestor Speaks His Mind

Medical Student Signs Anti-Vietnam Pledge

thorough medical background,

these same manicurists were able
to recognize digital and eponchial
manifestations of diseases. Such

signs as clubbing, Raynaud's phenc
mena, gout, paronychia, Warts,
melanomas, and
polydactylism,
France
the
required
revolution,
its
same
of
the
freedom
of
South
VietEast
Asia?
The
Yesterday I signed a statement interest in South
We should not fear its nam, with the aim of limiting China. hangnails, did not escape their
same.
historical
development
students
to
most
basic
refusing
medical
by
attention.
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for
to
maintain
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indepenwar
with
the
French.
In
begun
a
few
3000
in
creating,
trialization,
watched
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fear
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cornering
China.
we
of
if
the dangerous hope
one of our carriers approach the generations, disparity in mankind dence from
aid to their associates,
her,
contain
we
to
we
have
valuable
China
and
wish
to
China
too
close
home
parallel.
has
known
Less
no
Golden Gate, and I think of the which
who, as everyone
barbers,
do
that
bombs
Vietnam
the
well to remember
on
dropped more
photographs of the incalculable advanced regions will, within the would
used
perform all types
knows,
two
a
to
is
surrounded
the
in
by
managed
disperse
China
than
we
to
U.S. military build-up in South century, obtain technological powpowerful nations of the world, cataclysmic second world war. of therapeutic medicine and surmost
its
anresources
of
other
er,
for,
Asia.
Power
creates
unlike
East
atomic Uncounted people are having their gery. All went fine until the year
cient awe, and I feel a sense of kinds, technology has only to be unable to defend itselffrom
less
to
likely
attack,
and
evolve homes, crops and lives devestated 1959 when a Miss Julie Andrews'
must
foreboding at the stand I have taught. This development
may or may not be a relataken. The disproportion between surely occur, by revolution or toward the resolution stage of its in pursuit of a policy which is at (who
suggested a similar four
tion),
and
and
revolution,
in
security
questionable,
own
with
best
terribly
and
As
admy evolution.
we gain more
the poised steel offshore
to
we
to
two year reduction in trainprotect, if
a status quo
quest of a goal which in the long year
frailty is so clear; I become grate- vantage in trade with a highly infor
manicurists. This same
tighting
insist
her
too
lose.
Vietnamese,
containing
on
run
we
must
dustralized Europe, so will we
ful that in our country the milinot quarrel with the need who have traditionally fought to was wildly taken up by all manner
do
I
ly.
from
ultimately
of,
service
and
benefit
trade
with
tary is in the
from China, of lazy and short sighted maniultimately under the control of an autonomous, industrial Asia. for containment, but with the line maintain independence
to
China
our fear of curists and was soon adopted. Alas,
we
have
chosen
draw.
are
killed
from
being
be
to
hasten,
civilians. Our institutions reflect Our policy should
a
traditionally maintained
China. History has its paradoxical in two years only cleaning could
a deep wisdom about ourselves, not hinder this development. While has
the medical asEast
of
influence
South
in
sphere
inequities. Some wars are neces- be learned so that
for the military expresses in us the this is our avowed policy, we are
was dropped.
training
of
the
pect*
same drive for territory as do the paradoxically led to adopt strate- Asia, and has traditionally not sary; in those, moral arguments
end of it all was that the poor
this
Containment
creThe
surpassed
sway.
bound.
hold
Survival
never
flagrant colors of those species gies which obstruct rather than
comprised ates its own moral demands whn barber with out the sensitive help
of tropical fish which fight so further such change. When entire at a more distant line
missed a
of India, Australia, the Philippines it is endangered. But here we of the manicurists
desperately for territorial domain. social orders require revamping,
diagnoses,
many
let much
great
immense
advanto
danger
and
has
the
no
clear
national
Japan
face
It is so very necessary that the revolution is often necessary, wheand
unnecessary
blood
incured
the
military serve, not lead, yet mili- ther in France, Cuba, Mexico, tage of containing China at a point survival. The predominately moral
of unsatisfied
a
multitude
wrath
of
repressing
arguments
does
not
entail
contemporary
which
tone
of
tary priorities are so persuasive, Russia, China, Japan, or Vietnam.
Viet- patients. Esteem for medicine as
their adoption rooted in two billion Yet we fear revolution and in our genuine natural revolutions, against our engagement in
is
more
difproportion
where
our
task
made
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are
inverse
to an art fell to new lows and the
in
years of behavior, that those in search for stable evolution, we
rather
barbers were literally driven from
against
danger
citizenry
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by
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ficult
the
national
through
existing
work
our government burdened with the commonly
their trade. I let this letter stand
developments
arguthan
historical
Ethical
with
feels we confront.
control of military power coujd governments, encrust the very soas
a warning to all future dentists
yields
forcefully
it
to
China
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beregion,
speak
the
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to
in
refrain from its use only by re- cial order which needs restrucand
I admonish you to keep those
to
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sufficient ground
sisting a deep, archaic drive. We turing. Thus in Vietnam, we are
in school.
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security
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own
and
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to
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The
fact
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Yet
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Communist
requirement
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it
revolution;
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morality
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over
the
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to desist. Yet we must ask whe- olution may be Vietnam's most naI wish to complain about the
is distant enough from China that war bespeaks the tenuousness of
ther this present war serves our tural course, and Communism,
expand further its political necessity; yet the ex- Millberry Union swimming pool.
best interests, and if we reckon here presents, not the common her temptation to
In influence would be more lux- tent of the damage we are causing It is too warm and there's too
that it does not, then in spite of face of a monolith, but the disthan a requirement of her in pursuit of this questionable goal much chlorine in it.
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of
one
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Civic Aud. to be Site of Graduation
The One Hundred Fourth Com- obligation to consider results bemencement Exercises ofthe Uni- fore undertaking experiments. He
versity of CaliforniaSanFrancisco asserts that scientists must be
Medical Center will be held Satur- concerned with "the living envirday, June 10, at 2:00 p.m., at the onment into which all animals,
ARNE NIELSEN MEMORIAL
San Francisco Civic Auditorium. plants, and man must fit, or perThe sophomore student who has Certificates and degrees will be ish."
displayed outstanding motivation conferred on 400 students.
and development, Jerry Sorensen,
Other speakers on the program
DIVISION OF OPERATIVE DEN Professor Barry Commoner, include Chancellor Willard C.
TISTR V For extraordinary
(Chairman of the Botany Depart- Fleming and Student Body Presiity and achievement in restorative iment of Washington University at dent Sharon Mindlin.
dentistry. Rich Green,
i St. Louis, Missouri, will deliver Immediately
following CommenINTERNATIONAL COLLEGE ithe main address. His speech is
The senior who entitled "The Scholar's Obliga- cement, the Associated Students
OF DENTISTS
will hold a reception for the gradhas shown the most professional ition to Dissent."
uates and their guests in Larkin
growth and development during his
Dr. Commner believes that study Hall, adjoining the Civic Audidental education. Bob Steig,
biological systems cannot torium.
BLOCK DRUG AWARD TO DEN- of the
The student be carried out in the laboratory

Dental School Honors Outstanding Students ,
classes chosen by their class

The annual School of Dentistry
awards assembly was held on May
26 in the Mcd Sciences Auditorium. 200 students and faculty gathered to watch 44 of their classmates and students receive awards

—

excellence in scholarship and character. Freshman
Ken Kavanda, Sophomore —J i m
Young, Junior —Carl Kuhn,

mates, for

ORTHODONTIC DIVISION —The
student who has shown exceptional
interest or special aptitude in
orthodontics. Chuck Gillooly,
FORREST H. ORTON —J.RAYMOND GILL
In recognition of
outstanding achievements as a student in crown and bridge, John
Drew.
WILLARD C. FLEMING —To
the senior student who has demonstrated exceptional promise in
the field of Oral Surgery, Mike

for outstanding achievement.Junior dental student Chuck Fischer
acted as Master of Ceremonies
of hour and a half long assembly.
Following the assembly a bubbily
reception was held in the Millberry
Union Lounge.
The awards and winners were:

—

C.V. MOSBY COMPANY —Five
seniors selected by students and
faculty on the basis of scholastic
standing and future professional
potential. Monty Bonello, John
Drew, Norm Jacobson, Scott Watts, Hoey.
BLOCK DRUG COMPANY SENMike Hoey.
ESSAY CONTEST —The senIOR
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF
A ior who has written the best essay
GOLD FOIL OPERATORS
senior who has displayed the most on an aspect of dental research.
outstanding clinical proficiency in Rob Steig.
ASSOCIATED DENTAL STU
the use of gold foil. Marty Rosa.
DENT
BODY
For appreciation
DENTISTS'
COMTHE
SUPPLY
of outstanding work, to the outPANY
A senior who has completed with greatest distinction going student body officers. Presithe undergraduate studies in com- dent —Dick Savage, Vice- PresiHerb Fawcett, Executive
plete denture prosthesis. Monty dent
Secretary
—Bob Chong, Controller
Bonello.
Dick Dikhard, Social Chairman
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF
Bob Lamb.
ORAL MEDICINE —A senior who
has demonstrated the greatest inAMERICAN SOCIETY OF DENterest in oral medicine. Chuck
TISTRY FOR CHILDREN —Tothe
Gillooly.
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF senior who was judged to be most
ENDODONTISTS
A senior who outstanding in dentistry for chilhas displayed outstanding interest dren. Jan Swanson,
To a
and proficiency in endodontics.
LACTONA COMPANY
senior in recognition of his effort,
Jack Caton.
A perspective, understanding, and
RESEARCH COMMITTEE
senior who has demonstrated an skill in periodontics. Bill Clausinterest in dental research by sen,
conducting an outstanding invesAMERICAN SOCIETY OF PERIODNTISTS —Outstanding student
tigation as an undergraduate student. Chuck Gillooly —Dentistry, in periodontics. Jack Caton,
ACADEMY OF GENERAL DENSue Baker —Dental Hygiene,
TISTRY
Senior student selectOMICRON KAPPA UPSILON
The member of the freshman, ed as an outstanding general pracsophomore, and junior dental titioner. Jerry Kirkpatrick.

—

-

—

—

—

abil-1

—

<

<

—

' Students Anti-

TAL HYGIENIST
who has maintained the highest jalone; that it is the scientist's
The Civic Auditorium is being
used for the first time this year.
scholastic average in dental hygiene, Nancy Stewart.
One of its main advantages is that
graduating students can receive
DEAN'S CITATIONS IN DENTISTRY AND DENTAL HYGIENE
up to 12 tickets for the ceremony
many more than in years past.
For special achievement: DenNeil Burtistry: Freshman
And as graduating classes grown
mester, Sophomore—Chuck Wear,
larger the Auditorium will be able
Bob Sundavist, Dental
to accommodate the growing audJunior
Hygiene: Jennie Tanno, Janis Ayience.

—

—
—

—

-,

ers, Sue Baker,

Draft Activity —
Grows Locally

On May 10 there was a press
ALPHA OMEGA SCHOLAR
SHIP
The senior who attained conference announcing that 250
the highest scholastic average in mcd students had signed a pledge
four years of dental study, Scott not to serve in Vietnam, The
Watts,
response according to the students
MILTON F, AND MARY L, who initiated the pledge was very
Senior who has most jfavorable.
GABBS
consistently displayed both the
Faculty Support
highest intellectual and moral
One
of the most notable developcharacter benefitting his profesin the anti-draft movement
ments
Daniels,
sion, Troy
was the degree of faculty support.
SYNAPSE, the official publicaSENIOR RECOGNITION —To a
members tion of Millberry Union, is again
Forty-seven
faculty
member of the faculty for consisCampus seeking staff to replace present
tent dedication for the welfare from the U.C, Mcd Center
statements
the members who are graduating.
signed
supporting
Mr,
R,
!
and education of students,
serve in Viet- Positions open include Arts and
students'
refusal
to
Robert
Dr,
Allen,
Walt
Mr,
Steig,
!nam. In another statement by fac- Entertainment editor, Assistant
F, Brigante,
Area univer- editor, Sports editor, and a Public
FACULTY RETIREMENT ulty members of Bay
sities
160 faculty Affairs editor.
colleges,
and
RECOGNITION—For many years I
signed a statement supmembers
Dr,
Fredof dedicated service:
In addition, staff members are
youth who refused to fight
crick W, Schubert,
fporting
needed
who will work occasionally
STAFF SERVICE RECOGNI jin Vietnam.
serving as liaisons between the
To employees in appreTION
SYNAPSE and their schools and
Law Students
ciation of continued service td-the
As a direct result of the Medi- departments.
University: Mrs. May Chung, Mrs, cal students' action in signing the
Work study funds are available
Lucile Lavin, Mrs, C, Gorman, pledge refusing to serve in Vieta number of the staff,
for
nam, Boalt Law students at Bersimilar
pledge
up
drew
a
keley
work on the "SYNAPSE" takes
stating their refusal to serve in very little time and provides an
Vietnam, In less than one week interesting
and varied insight into
80 Boalt Law students sign- the Mcd Center, Further it gives
over
of
of California's School Nursing.
Warren D. Spillane pictured
The Spillanes are parents of three ed the pledge and it has since an opportunity to exercise some
right, assumed the position of
children, ages 24, 23, and 22. been circulated on a national lev- creative talents which are often
Millberry Union Food Services
el.
hard to satisfy here on campus,"
Manager, effective May 23, 1967.
Commenting on the new appointPress
Coverage
Mrs.
G.
stated editor Frank Sarnquist,
replaces
Betty
Spillane
ment, Union Director R.A. Alex"More
importantly, he continued,
Coleman, who served briefly in the
to
medical
sturesponse
had
this
to
the
In
say: "In my
ander
same capacity until April 14,1967.
judgment, the appointment of War- dents pledge, such newspapers as to really serve its function the
(Mrs. Coleman has since re
ren Spillane is the most significant the L.A, Times, N.Y, Times, staff must represent a wide specattitudes,
assumed her position as a key
event to have happened in the nine Washington Post, S.F- Chronicle i trum ofcampus ideas and
our
problems
One
of
chief
has been
member of the hospital dietary
and
A,P,
I
year history of our food depart- and Examiner, and both
staff).
ment. As a result of certain cam- U.P.I, have carried stories. News- obtaining material presenting opA native San Franciscan, the
pus procedural changes, we have week mentioned the medical stu- posing and challenging views. The
new Foods Manager is a graduate
been able to attract and retain a dents in its lead article on the I paper is often cited as represenof Sacred Heart High School and
commercially trained and draft. Five local radio stations, tative of the whole campus but
WARREN SPILLANE
of
San
Francisco.
University
thoroughly experienced manager. 2 local T.V. stations, and nationalI there is a large segment of feelthe
ing on this campus which is never
(.B.S. degree, Economics, 1937). hotel and restaurant management I am convinced that during the N.8.C.-T.V, mentioned them.
r
epresented, simply because no
addicompleted
has
even
stucurriculum).
It seems that now
the
Mr. Spillane
coming summer months, and after
A veteran of the United States familiarizing himself with our hisdents of the professions are be- one from the group seems willing
tional labor-management course
work at the University ofSanFran- Navy, and a former owner and torical problems and methods of ginning to speak out against the to contribute to "SYNAPSE". We
operator of three successful Bay operation, MR. Apillane will be fourth largest war theUnited States ; sincerely hope next year a wider
cisco, and was awarded a Teacher's Certificate from the Univer. Area restaurants, Spillane comes able to plan and carry off a com- has ever participated in. What[ range of the campus will take
sity of California (Berkeley) in to the University after long ser- pletely new look for the Millberry effect these students will have isi part in the newspaper."
1965. (On a limited basis, Spillane ; vice at the distinguished St. Fran- Food Department, beginning with not known, but one thing is cerInterested students should leave
holds an appointment in the faculty cis Hotel, where he served as the Fall Quarter. I am further tain that it will be difficult for the
of San Francisco City College, i Assistant Food and Beverage Man- convinced that this new look will administration to carry out a fullI their names with Millana Nickliss
teaching a food and beverage con- ager. Spillane's wife, madeline, is embody quality food, gracious ser- scale war if opposition keeps grow- in Millberry Room 240, and they
will be contacted in the fall.
trol course to students in th< 2 a 1934 graduate of the University ', vice, and economic stability." ing at the present rate.
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Restaurant Man Named Food Service Chief
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The Drug Co. Dilemma Profits or Patients
ADVERTISEMENT

"A major achievement in antibiotic research" proclaims the
Phizer drug company about its
new tetracycle, Rondomycin in a
dazzlingly colorful and slick bit
of advertising,
ANALYSIS
"The clinical data now available
do not support the manufacturer's
claim that methacycline (the generic named of Rondomycin) represents ''a major achievent in antibiotic research." It appears to be
another tetracycline with no advantage over the older tetracyclines,
and with the disadvantage of being
a new drug and thereforepotential-

By FRANK SARNQUIST
(the claims taken from the manufacturers advertising and the comments from the"The MedicalLetter on Drugs and Theraputics,"
a non-profit publication of the
medical profession), could be
easily extendedthose two examples
make the point. TheAmerican drug

pharmacology is an almost impossible task. More importantly, he
shouldn't have to. The drug companies, their advertising departments, and detail men should be
honest, accurate, and dependable
sources of drug informationfor the
health professional.

industry is not equal to its aweTo use a trite but meaningful
some responsibility.
Perhaps the clearest indication expression, the pharmaceutical industry and its representatives
of this is the fact that the "Medtruly "health team
ical Letter" exists at all. Our should be

-

drug companies should provide the mates."
This brings up the point of the
doctor and dentist with the best
game
—who it is being played for.
possible chemical tpols withwhich
the
above was only a matter of
If
to fight disease. The relationship
concern between the practitioner
between the healthprofessionaland
drug industry the comthe pharmaceutical industry should and the
be one of mutual trust and depen- plaints would be little more than
dence, for they are united in thir biased whining. But —and this is
ADVERTISEMENT
the basic issue
the quality of
The Wallace Co. advertises of supposed goals —thealleviationof care patients receive is
directthe
pain
and
irradication
of
distheir tranquilizer Deprol "The
ly related to the quality of inforpublished clinical studiesindicate: ease. Yet somewhere along the way mation
the practitioner has to
3 of 4 non-psychotic depressions- the relationship has gotten suf- work with.
His drug information
ficiently skewed so the physicians
respond to Deprol."
will
determine
how he uses the
have
to
a
publication
had
create
ANALYSIS
drugs,
and
how
he uses them will
to protect themselves from being
''The current advertising camdetermine
how
successful
he is at
misled and misinformed by the
paign for Deprol offers an exhelping his patient. No matter what
drug
industry.
ample of how citations (to the litcan be constructed in
J3ut even so, the match is hardly argument
erature) are sometimes misused
defense of the capitalist system, i
exciting,
slick,
an
even
one.
The
The claim that the studies
■..;.■■'.
colorful advertising of the industry and no matter how vital competicited include all available publishtion is to the growth of the sysed studies' is incorrect
the hammar away at the physical in his tem, patients are more important
list of citations omits a full report scientific journals. Detail men in- than profits.
on a controlled trail
in which nundate his office, and his daily
Sick people are not consumers'
Deprol was judged to be no more mail is filled with circular charts,
tables and samples containing in- in the ordinary sense. No one caneffective than a placebol."
While the list of discrepancies formation of questionable authenti- not admonish them with "Let the
city. And for the busy practitioner buyer heware." They depend upon
keeping up with the research in their practitioner to provide them
ly more dangerous."
Tetracycline HCI, sold under
its generic name, sells for $1.50
to $4.50 for fifty 250 mg. capsules to the druggist. Rondomycin
costs the pharmacy $9.50 for fifty
150 mg. capsules.
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efficatioulrproducts, and the panics seem little motivated to
doctor in turn, should be able to sacrifice profits for people. Perdepend upon the pharmaceutical haps from a joint effort of pracindustry to provide him with re- titioners and the drug industry,
liable products and accurate in- yet efforts thus far seem to have
formation. There is little question separated rather than joined
that the technical standards of forces. Finally, the government
production on drugs is superb, might step in and work on behalf
but there is, unfortunately, an of the public. Profits made from
abundance of evidence to indicate illness are at best a questionable
that the data supplied, is often dis- thing, but tolerable if they buy the
torted, incomplete, misrep- finest care the scientic level of the
resented or inadequate. This sit- society affords. But if the profit and
uation is inexcusable, and must be success motive gets between the
remedied.
patient and optimum care, then the
Where can the remedy come system must be done away with,
from? Ideally from the industry altered, or controlled so this sititself, but the prosperous com- uation no longer exists.
with

WHICH COME FIRST?

Take 'N' Car to Stella's
Between Bth & 9th

Exclusive representatives of insurance .plans especially*
professional, assQchftlofis
designed for membeVs
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Am.ric.n Ph.rm.c.utic.l Aitociation, and
A.Ph.A LIFE
o»h»r provisional group*.)

Talaphona: 755-3770
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Tuned Out?
Then Tune In!
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Dissatisfied
interested
the possibility of "closing shop"
or plain bored? Next Fall Quarter because of "no interest."
will be your opportunity to act
Talk to those who know: Frank
enact
and react by joining Sarnquist, SYNAPSE editor; Peter
several of the already functioning Lipton, SYNAPSE reporter; Jan
campus organizations.
Van Atta, Medi-Cal editor; Nancy
SYNAPSE needs new and aware Ryti, Don Giusti, and/or Jim Karlmembers. Medi-Cal needs an edi- strand, Medi-Cal staff. All have
tor and staff or it will again face worked hard to create a few out-

...

of-the-ordinary moments for you
to remember. Now is your chance

Friday Flicks
Friday, June 2, 1967. The Spy Who Came in from the
Cold, 7:30 P.M. in the Medical Science Auditorium.

... we DARE youI

Public Milberry Union Affairs
Committee is reorganizingits
"ranks" and is on the way with
new ideas and new approaches.
They are waiting for you to submit
your time or your bid for topics,
problems, or issues. You name it
they'll do it. Be it a discussion and debate or just a gettogether. Be it world issues, local,
dilemmas, or academic/profes-
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sional problems to be solved, Now
is the time to be aware of change

and to MAKE CHANGEIII
The Millberry Union Film Committee is beginning to plan the Fall
[Quarter series. Have a suggestion?
Make it known, Chuck Fischer,
the new Film Committee chairman, is eager to accept new ideas
and viewpoints. Now is the time.

Want To
Be in The
MOVIE
Business?

627 IRVING ST.
at 7th Aye.
PHONE 731-8270
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The Ad Hoc Film Committee
wants you I Gaduation is close at

—
r

'

;■

hand and the Film Committee will
shortly need new members to fill
the "void left from the loss of several senior students. We would like
to encourage all students whowould
be interested in programming the
Friday Night Cinema Series to
leave your name, address and telephone number at the central desk

1

in Millberry Union,

The Film Committee has en-

joyed unusual success this last
year and for the first time in its

FOLK SINGING
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You say you're tired after a rough summer? Don't
Hi Bunky
feel up to even cooking, much less doing the Ashes? You say your
budget is a little stretched after vacation?
NO SWE\TI
|
I
We here at Ye Camelot have the answer to the problem —"The
Single Set Special." For the agonizingly low price of one dollar you
can enjoy a full dinner in casual, convivial surroundings. Each
evening from 6-9 P.M. we serve a differentitem to tempt the palate
of even the most discerning gourmet. Barbecued Ritts'every night
MON: Meat Loaf
WED: Beef Stroganoff
TUES: Lasag(we)na
THUR: Chicken
P.S. After Dinner Dancing at the gm^^^i^^^^
Pierce Street Annex

Drag your weary bones down and be
surprisedl
Superb cuisine at bargain basement
prices.
You could not duplicate this meal at
home for anywhere near the price.
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existence has made reasonable
financial gain on its films while
still maintaining a high degree of
film quality. Due to the increased
income and large student body
linterest in the film programs
(some audiences have been over
350 people this year), the Film
Committee is planning to organize
a film festival to be given next
year withnoted personalities present, and films of every nature
presented.

This '67

-

Richard Burton, Claire Bloom, Oskar Werner,
Peter Van Eyck, Sam Wansmaker

■

Based on the novel by John Le Cane

Refusing to take a desk job, British Intelligence
agent Alec Leamas accepts a new assignment which
is to get Mundt, the East German Communist who is
responsible for many of the British counter espionage
failures. The ingenious plan to discredit Mundt
emerges slowly; twists, turns, reverses, and finally
is revealed in all its cunning. The film creates a
chilling moodiness and suspense in this complete,
absorbing study. Burton as Leamas is top-notch as
the restrained, sombre, moody, desperate spy.

'68 season will prove
and all members
will, without a doubt, have a "reel"
good timet11
yoßftßißooooooeooooooososcoocooeocooooooooooeoooett
to be exciting
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Notes From the Underground - The New Press

Two of the foremost examples of the "new press"
are the "Oracle" and the "Berkeley Barb." They
both are rapidly becoming well known on the San
Francisco scene. The "Oracle" is particularly
noted for its art work, The Barb for its satire.
SYNAPSE has obtained permission from the two
papers to reprint the following examples of their

work.
From The Barb

HIP pocrates
—
1(copyright 1967)

t

i Eugene Schoenfeld,_
"m.d. M.P.H. ~|

QUESTION: What will the demise
of the Channel 7 Gil Hile all night
movies mean to the mental health
of the San Francisco Bay Area?
ANSWER: Your question was referred to the Greater Bay Area Gil
Hile Society which issued the following statement after an emergency meeting (a more complete
report will be published in the
Sumer, 1967 'issue of the Gil Hile
Quarterly):
Many individuals in the S.F. Bay
Area are awake in the early morning hours by choice or in the course
of their work as policemen, service station attendants, hospital per-

\WW vJ
\WWWr
\\\\\ ?S %%«

£

I

\l\

\ l-?sVr)«y*

icav& 7
*z*£mtoher
)

M. Sacks in disguise doing an extended editorial.
But this theory was soon dropped
in favor of two views which promanager Daivd

voked endless and heated discussions among the growing members
of the Gil Hile Society.
Some believed that Hile was actually a robot cleverly made up
to appear human, others that he was

ORACLE 19

Q

a huge puppet (this would account
for the arm gestures which never
quite seemed synchronized to his

THEWISHINGWELL
603 Irving

SE 1-6433

Little (7&&f Vitta
M

\if "Restaurant

famous for: Ptzxa,

HWed.

thru Sun.

SPECIAL $1.00 DINNERS
F rom 4-6

1994 LOMBARD.

substuting FM station KMPX instead, and wating the long ten minutes for the all too brief Gil Hile

commercial. We

noted

certain

changes in style (to call them im-

provements would be inaccurate).
One commercial began with Gil's
broad back turned to the camera.

He wheeled slowly, suspicious looking cigarette in hand, took a deep
drag and while flailing his arms
.(five second
said "Nobody!.

.

..

pause). .mmm(high pitched note)
No
.mmm(low pitched note).

..

..

mo.

7 ©S.F.

-

During the past year we noted
an increasing tendency on the part
of viewers to turn offthe TV sound,

sonnel, topless dancers,informers,
etc., as well as those merely BODY! can make a deal like Gil
Hile."
suffering from insomina.
It was our favorite Gil Hile comFor the past several years they
"mercial and some of us would
htve been indebted to the inimitable host of Chanel 7*s all night even have bought a car for $9.99
movies, Mr. Gil Hile. When we down and 360 easy payments oi
if hi billion dollar in$9.99/
first became aware of Mr. Hile,
we thought he was KGO-TV station ventory had been closer than San

S
®**t7?*4i*J
c
I
/////
Ns^^fW
Drawing By Hetty
in

words).

40»9 Mission «t. (at Rraio>
Phone for

DaHviriei

333- 9906
333 3086

-

Delivery ■Service
Tue» -Thur* 4«d fW-J.oo Am.
Fr» <* -Sot. h.so Rn.-v>ooAnv

Sun.

-

A.so Pm. f&M Any.

'
eag-

Bruno.
Gil Hile's interviews with loca. 1
celebrities were even more
erly awaited than his commercials, for it was during these memorable sessions that one realized
he was indeed human. A robot would
have been better programed, a
puppet more skillfully moved. Gil
had the knack of making each and
every individual interviewed on his
show appear more at ease than he.
We knew he was sincere because
he always looked worried.
We recall interviews with Carol
Doda, Jefferson Airplane and sorcerer Anton LeVey which gave
every viewer confidence that if
Gil Hile could conduct an interview any of the rest of us could
do the same.
In the last sad days of the all
night movies, Gil ended his commercials by saying vaguely he
"might be back in September."
And with all the feeling he could
muster he said weakly, "I love
you.'
Gil Hile, we love you too.
Ad Hoc Committee, Gil Hile
Society

Lester Ingber, Ph.D.
Jack Karush, Ph.D.
Morris Schambelan, M.D.
Frank Schoenfeld, M.D.
Thomas Ypsilantis, Ph.D.
Dr. Schoenfeld welcomes your

questions. Write to him c/o Berkeley BARB, P.O. 5017, Berkeley,

California.
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The Old UCMC Campus

_

This architect's drawing of the proposed Affiliated Colleges of Medicine,
Dentistry, Pharmacy and Law was published in the San Francisco Examiner
in December, 1896. An additional building at the present site of the Langley Porter
Clinic was planned to house the magnificent Sutro Library, at the time larger than the
Library of Congress and containing many volumes made before 1500A.D. The library
was never built, however, for Sutro encountered financial problems and his library was
destroyed by fire and vandals.
AA/
I1070

The oldest picture of the campus site is above, left, and shows the leveling o
the sand dunes by mule and cart in 1895 in preparation for theconstruction of
the "Affiliated Colleges," as the first campus buildings were called. Th
main road to the Colleges, later to be humbly named Parnassus Avenue, wai

""

10fl7 " Witn P1 0?61 Masonic pomp and ceremony the single corner stone for the
three College buildings was laid in the Medical building. The rainy Sunday
morning ceremony was presided over by S.F. Mayor James Phelan, in the presence of
former Mayor Adolph Sutro and Dr. R. Beverly Cole, president of the faculty.

f O//

This view from the north-east is of the first and most
easterly of the three buildings to be completed, designed
to house the colleges of Dentistry and Pharmacy. Until the Affiliated
College buildings were ready for occupancy, the various professional
schools were housed in rented offices on Market Street.

qm«
lOj I
m

The two pictures above show the phenomenal change of the UC Mcd Centc
Campus from 1899 to 1967. On 13 acres donated to the University by AdSli
Sutro in 1895, three Romanesque style buildings were constructed. The centr
was for the Department of Medicine, the one to the east was for Pharmat
and Dentistry, and the other was to house Hastings College of Law. The La*

—

1 000 r^ne Affiliated Colleges were completed and occupied,
iOWJ but the Parnassus Shelf below Mount Sutro that held them
was so far from the city that its visitors were few. The road in the foreground is a driveway to the buildings from Parnassus Avenue, which was
little more than a sandy trail.

yft| am

_

The first maji
UC Hospital, paid
here seen on the far right. I
fire, the old Medical buildini
into a hospital and out-patien
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•

-
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A Pictorial History

because of its disvers however, refused to occupy the completed buildings
transportation
non-existent,
tance from old San Francisco and the poor,almost
Archeology
and
into
the
Museum
of
made
therefore
facilities. The building was
member of a
Anthropology, which later was the home of Ishi.th last surviving
primitive Northern California Indian tribe.

—

After most of the old Medical Building has been destroyed to make
room for a student plaza among the buildings, the cornerstone of the
Affiliated Colleges was lifted under the direction of past Chancellor, J.B. dc CM.
Saunders on May 19. This truly signalled the end of the old campus on Parnassus
heights, but the spirit of the men who built the campus —Sutro, Cole, Toland
will not so quickly and easily end.

A ZTF
IIxo/

—

—

Construction of Moffitt Hospital and the Medical Sciences Building
in the destruction of another of the original Affiliated Colleges,
campus here looks very much like it
the College of Pharmacy and Dentistry. The
Health
Sciences Towers and Millberry
of
the
the
absence
does today except for
was the first time
Union. The State appropriation of $400,000 in 1934 for Moffitt
grant of $250,000
its
original
the
since
campus
for
the State had paid out anything

I/_£ r

I7JJ resulted

is taken from almost the same spot and
not yet laid out. The adjacent picture
of the destruction of the old
camera ancle in 1967 and shows the last stages
HSE in the background.
and
Sciences
with
Medical
School building,

Medical

I 7-J 4

ddition to the campus was
by private donations, and
ng the 1906 earthquake and
d been partially converted
nlc because of the destruc-

tion of many downtown hospitals. In 1917, hospital facilities
were transferred to the new UC Hospital, while clinic faciliBuilding.
ties remained in the basement of the Medical
was later
Parnassus by this year has a streetcar line, which
moved to Irving Street.

—

A depression work program o**he State resulted in the construction of
the out-patient clinics building adjacent to UC Hospital. Room was made
for the new building by destroying the Museum of Archeology and Anthropology, while
Meanits contents, the famous Hearst collection, were put in storage in Berkeley.
hidden
secretly
found,
1901
—were
while, the ashes of Professor Cole —dead since
the
old
Medical
the
of
in
lobby
erected
his
honor
in
plaque
behind
a
marble
away
..Ai

building.
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U.S. Liberalism and the CIA
An Opinion By Ron Le vant
The revelations about the C.I.A.
subverting the NSA and othe:- US
groups has struck anewolowatthe
US propaganda myth of a democratic government leading the free
world in a struggle against totalitarian comimnism.
For years the US propaganda
machine has presented the picture
of the enemy as a sinister group
of conspirato-s whose world-wide
network of specially trained, wellheeled agents have taken on the job

nothing that is not in full harmony with US policy.

The role of the CIA becomes
more powerful right-wing force. perfectly understandable when its
They view it as a government with- activities are related to the policy
in the government, a sinister force these activities are designed to

that is subverting, among other promote.
things, the government itself. It is
The CIA was formed in 1947,
often viewed as a cold war coincident with the unleashing of

Frankenstein's monster, now far
more powerful than those who
created it.
There is some truth in the
concept that such cold war witchhunting machines as the CIA do

the cold war. The way had been

paved for this during World War 11.
While the US under the guise of
combatting fascism, was seeking
to eliminate its Japanese andGerman imperialist rivals from the
tend to develop a certain indepenscene, it was already preparing
of subverting legitimate organiza- dent strength, and can at times for the day when it could proceed
tions throughout the world. These be a problem for those who crewith the next stage of its march
agents, entirely w'thout scruples, ated tnem. But the analysis of toward world empi,-3. This was,
specialize in capturing such or- the CIA as attempting to subvert
ganizations by recruiting con- the duly elected government is
scious fellow travelers uidwo'.'.y- false in that it fails to take into
minded dupes capable of helping to account the real structure of
convert their organization into a American politics and those who
front for spying, overthrowing shape and control these politics.
governments, and so forth.
Certainly the responsible politiThere has be n no doubt that
this description is true of various
communist regimes, specifically
Russia, which maintains a visegrip on Eastern Europe, and in
1956 crushed the aspirations of the
Hungarian people for freedom and
self-determination. What is becoming increasingly clear, however, is that the so-called free
world is but a mirror image of
the communist bloc. The present
revelations leave no doubt that
the CIA operates at home and
abroad in a manner identical to
the picture the US has painted of
the communist bloc.
While these revelations shed a
great deal of light on the true
nature of US domestic and foreign
policy, the reaction of many
liberal-minded individuals is to
see it as something different than
it really is. Many liberals hold to
the view that the protean problems facing the US today —war,
ars the product of a
racism
right wing drive that is somehow
in contradiction to the policies of
the duly elected government.
Many see the CIA as the principle and most dangerous expression of this independent, ever

—

NORGE VILLAGE
One-stop Cleaning
& Laundry Center
ODORLESS COIN-OP
CLEANING
Attendant On Duty
up to 8 garments
Sat. 8:30-5 Sun. 10-5
Hours During Week 9-5

2.50/Load

1465HA1GHTST.

cal leaders of the country do not

was offered by Robert Kennedy.
The CIA, he insisted, should not
"take the rap" for merely doing
what it was told. Top f:gures in
both parties agreed and there was
not a murmur of dissent in these
circles.
The fact of the matter is that
the CIA is merely one instrument
of US policy and it has done

WE CALL & DELIVER

SHOW WHITE
CIEAHERS
340 JUDAH MO 4-0550

Cleaning
Laundry

Tailoring
Reweaving

FIFTH AVENUE

FOOD MART

.

S. F,
400 IRVING ST.
Quick Service For Busy People
,•

US were really interested in
making the Congo safe for democracy and not for empire, it
wouldn't need a CIA to provide
Cuban counter-revolutionary
exiles to bomb the Congolese freedom fighters.
In conclusion, then the real
lesson to be learned from the
CIA/NSA revelations is that both
major parties, including such darlings of the liberals as Robert
Kennedy, use the CIA as an instrument in the Arsenal ofOdious
Devices necessary to roll back
the colonial revolution, and thwart
the desires of people throughout
the Third world for independence,
peace, and economic development.

The Air Force doesn't want
to waste your college education
any more than you do.

regard the CL\ as some secret
force that is challenging their
authority and power. This was
made clear by Under Secretary of
Are you afraid of becoming part
Slate Nicholas Katzenbach in his
of the woodwork on a job? Your
Feb. 23 report to President John- career stunted by boredom? Few
son, in whch he stated:
promotions in sight?
"When the Central Intelligence
You didn't go to college for that.
And it needn't happen, either.
Agency lent financial support to
the work of certain American pri- Because you can pick the United
vate organizations, it did not act States Air Force as your employer.
Career opportunities are so vast...
on its own initiative but in acyou'll get a better chance to specordance with national policy escialize where you want... in the
tablished by the National Security
forefront of modern science and
Council in 1952 through 1954, technology.
Throughout it acted with the approval of interdepartmental review committees, including the
Secretaries of State and Defense
or their representatives. These
policies have therefore been in
effect under for presidents."
Voluntary confirmation of this

and remains, the rolling back of
the colonial revolution in Africa,
Asia, and Latin America.
Such a policy demands, among
other things, the services of an
instrument such as the CIA. When
a government allies itself withsuch
butchers as Salazar and Franco,
when it seeks to frame up and crush
any movement toward independence as a "communist menace"
(even when few communists are
involved, as in the Dominican Repub 1 c), U must have, in addition
to its armed might and diplomatic
and propaganda agencies, a covert
force capable of carrying out the
dirtiest of operations called for
by such policy. For example, if the

Suppose, just for example, you

wanted to be involved in Electronics. This area alone includes
Communications-Electronics, Missile Electronics, Avionics, and
others. And these, in turn, involve
administrative, research, and other
technical aspects.
That's just a tiny part of the
whole Air Force picture. Just
one brilliant opportunity area

"among many.

You'll enjoy good pay, promotions, chance to travel, active social

life, fine retirement benefits. And
you'll be serving your country, too.
Or maybe you want to fly? That's
great. The Air Force is certainly the
place to do it.
As a college graduate you want
something extra out of life—to aim
at an exciting goal. So send in
this coupon.

Make sure you don't get stuck

where nothing much is happening.
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Student Government This YearThe President's Report on Activities
A review of the activities of
the Associated Students Council
of the past year reveals that student government made significant
strides in many- important areas:

evening, and open to all students

on campus. These humanities
courses are designed to fill the
void that many students feel taking only courses directly applicable to their professional education.

Curriculum Reform
After considerable discussion of
the student's role in curriculum
planning and evaluation, the Council concluded that students can
make significant contributions to
most discussions relative to these
matters. Effective methods of
teacher and course evaluation were
shared between the schools as
were methods of improving facul-

State-wide Issues

The ASUCMC sponsored a rally
where Chancellor Willard Fleming, Academic Senate Chairman
Peter Forsham, Student Body
President Sharon Mindlin, and
other students, faculty, and administrators were able to express their dismay at the firing
of Clark Kerr and Governor Reagan's proposals for a budget cut
and tuition fee.
Miss Mindlin issued a statement
with the Student Body Presidents
of the other University of California campuses affirming student opposition to tuition and bud-

ty-student communication.

Students from the four professional schools on campus met with
the Academic Senate Committee
on Education Policy, the Chancellor, and the Dean of Students in
order to discuss curricula. Subsequent meetings were held with
the Chairman of each school's
Curriculum Committee. This new
committee unanimously recommended that an inter-school course
be given to all freshmen next
Fall and that a student faculty

get cuts.

The ASUCMC Council printed
of the State Legislators in
Sacramento and urged all students
to inform their elected representatives of their opinions in these
a list

-

planning committee be set up to matters.
Students met with the Governor
design the course.
the Regents on several ocand
ASUCMC President Sharon
casions
to discuss student concern
Mindlin, in a speech to the Acaabout the future of the University
asked

demic Senate,

for the facul-

ty's continuing support of student of California.

The ASUCMC Council was asked
that aim
for
their criteria for the next
coat improving interdisciplinary
University
President.
operation in teaching and general
involvement in

matters

Campus-wide Issues

curriculum innovations.
Other proposals in this area that
hopefully will be realized shortly
include a campus-wide student
faculty week-end conference to
discuss curriculum planning, more
interdisciplinary course offerings,
a wider selection of electives in
a variety of disciplines, and improved communication and co
operation between the Curriculum
Committees of the four schools.
The ASUCMC Council also laid
plans for co-curricular course
offerings in the humanities to be
given next year. These courses
will be unit-free, taught in the

Miss Mindlin met with President
Clark Kerr and then with ActingPresident Harry Wellman, other
University wide administrators,

-

-

and the other U.C. Student Body
Presidents bi-monthly to discuss
problems and issues of concern
to all students.

-
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of programs
last year has successfully brought
students in the various schools
ASUCMC
held
an
OrientaThe
united
tion Program in the Fall for all closer together and has
of the
elements
the
traditional
entering freshmen.
students, faculty,
The Social Issues Speakers University
administrators
on many
and
to
bring
Board was established
issues. Hopefully the channels of
the
people
to
Medical
prominent
between these segCenter to discuss health topics communication
ments of the University will rebecome
issues.
which have
social
and improve in years
Speakers brought to the campus main open
to come. The key to the continued
by the Board included Dr. Richard
on
Alpert, Dr. Philip Lee, and Dr. success of student government
San Francisco Campus is good
the
Lester Breslow.
communication and sincere atThe Council sponsored the Bacto deal with the issues that
chus Dance held at the end of the tempts
and of concern to the
are
relevant
Week
fesMillberry Union's May
body and to the campus as
student
tivities.
a whole.
They will host all the graduating
Sharon Mindlin
seniors and their families and
President,
The Council approved the use friends at a reception immediately
Associated Students
of the front patio of Millberry following the Commencement ExUnion for a free speech area,
Since then several campus groups
have used the area for rallys and
open forums,
A new Associated Students Constitution was written and ratified
by the student body, By expandled to the formation of studentfaculty-administration committee.
The committee will discuss typical student living expenses and
act as an advisory board in decisions relative to financial aide
matters.
The Council was consulted by
Dean of Students Ted Swenson
for suggestions concerning regulations for the serving of alcoholic beverages on campus. The
Council felt that the number of
affairs were alcoholic beverages
are served should not be limited
and that the present regulations
(police protection and student monitors are necessary and no one
under 21 may be served) are
adequate.
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Other Action

GOLDEfI GATE

SATURDAY 8 TO 3

Contact us now for
Sales or Service.
61 lrvin 9 near 7,h Aye
Just down the hill from UC
Open daily 9:30-6-Saturday 10-3
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gym

MON. SAT. 9 A.M. TO 6 P.M.
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408 IRVING STREET

HOURS 7:30 TO 6

VENI,VIDI,
fACIT MAKES IT EASY

The Council urged that the li- ing Council membership to include ercises.
They urged the formation of a
brary hours be extended and as a representatives from each class
result the Reserve Book Room on in each school, campus wide com- Campus Community Service Centhe 3rd floor of HSE has remain- municwtion will be improved and ter through the Dean of Students
ed- open until 1:00 a.m. six nights more students will be involved Office where students interested
a week. They also sought to es- in campus-wide student govern- in doing community service could
tablish a fair system of library ment. The new constitution also register and then be placed in an
fines for students and this matter provided for campus-wide elec- activity that interested them. Stuis presently being discussed by tion of ASUCMC President and !dents on the San Francisco campus
I have demonstrated interest in tuthe Library Committee on the Vice-President,
Academic Senate,
The Council also recommended jtoring, in setting up and working
The Council pressed for an in- that the Steninger Gym in the Mill- ! tin health care screening and revestigation of the quality and cost berry Union be used primarily for ferral centers, and in participaof food in the student cafeteria student recreation and that they ting in many other community
when frequent student complaints disapproved of non-student use based action programs.
were made.
of the gym. The Millberry Board
Next Year
Lengthy discussions with the of Governors subsequently passed
Next year student government
Dean of Students about how to a resolution stating that in most
will have more money and will be
distribute student financial assis- instances non-student organiza- able
to plan an increasing number
tance on the most equitable basis tions will not be able to use the
and activities. This
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UCMC, the University, and the City... Some Immodest Proposals
to the suburbs fifteen or
twenty years ago. As health proHaving successfully mechanized fessionals, however, we won't be
manufacture and agriculture, the able to escape as our parents did.
In the years to come, we will have
American people, their government, and the
are to treat the people who moved into

By Brian

fled

Johnston

will continue to demand with
increasing conviction that we provide the highest possible level of
care for every American regardand

less of his

means.

We

will have

to treat the people who couldn't
universities
our
homes
after
move out to the suburbs when our
parents'
old
with
enormous
and
menfaced
the
acing problems of our crumbling the property values dropped. We, parents did.
We will graduate to face this
cities, and the angry men who live who have benefitted from the society, and who are committed to demand having the poor and the
in their slums.
The graduating health profes- it, will have to treat those who ghetto-dweller only in our clinics
sionals of this campus are in- got the short end of the stick, on the hill. We will have met the
adequately trained to deal with and are angry about it. Our society black man only when he was ill,
black people, the poor, the alien- now accepts health care as a right, or in pain, coming to County Hosated, and the deprived. Further- not just the privilege of those who pital on our terms, outside his
more, the University of California, can afford it. Our society demands, territory, and even deprived of

—

his underwear. With the exception
of courses offered by the Department of Community and Ambulatory Medicine, we will leave here
prepared to work in the suburbs
of our youth; a few hours per week
set aside for charity cases.
The University does not address
itself to urban problems. The other
campuses, steeped in sylvan tranquility as pleasant and reassuring
as cold beer, continue to take
little notice of the fact that our
cities have become like carbuncles. Necrotic at the center, inflamed at the edge, small ghettos

of social pus coalesce to become
increasingly painful and danger-

ous. Crimes of violence increase,
while environmental pollution extends despite efforts at control,
and the University does not seriously concern itself. Welfare agencies dispense thousands of millions of dollars, and not oneauthor
tative, controlled study appears
showing either efficacy or futility.
The centers of our cities strangle,
the suburbs spread aimlessly, and
occasionally an engineer from

-

See page 14

with its enormous intellectual and
physical resources, is responding
fecklessly to the welter of urban
problems which have arisen in the
past fifty years to threaten now the
very fabric of our society.
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at an
insurance man
you can say
no to.
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Donovan L Jenkins

One reason for our reputation
for integrity has been an
emphasis on professionalism.
Consequently, we have always
attracted men of quality
men
who understand that there are
times when no is the only
valid answer.
And men whose business it is

to have your interests at heart.
Does that sound like just another
advertising phrase? Well, look
at it this way. Ask any top
professional if there's a healthier
way to build a following.

..

So call him. You'll be impressed
by the number—and the kind—
of goals he can help you
accomplish with life insurance.
And remember
you can
always say no to him.

DAVENPORT

ASSOCIATES
Provident Mutuallile Insurance Co. of PtaladelpWa

2118 MILVIA ST., BERKELEY
845-3583

And tomorrow Mrs. Foster will use a hammer
to create an earthquake
Mrs. Foster is going to use that balloon to
illustrate the principles of heat energy. Tomorrow
she'll whack a piece of wood to force home a
geology lesson.

recognize that youth is the greatest natural
resource America has. The more they
learn now, the better equipped they will be
to contribute to our country in the future.

These are two of the many experiments outlined
in the teaching kits that Standard Oil provides
free to schools in the West. Each semester
thousands of teachers use them to create an
exciting and effectives atmosphere for learning.

Teaching kits, films, charts, maps, scholarships
and fellowships are some of the ways our
Company makes known its continuing interest
in today's young men and women.

Why our interest in education? We're specialists
when it comes to natural resources and we

Standard Oil is trying to help young people
discover more about themselves
and the world they live in.

Standard Oil Company of California

and its worldwide family of Chevron Companies
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C.I.P.A. Continues Work For Peace and Health Rights
The

committee for independent

Political Action (CIPA) and the
Health Sciences Committee on
Problems of War and Peace are
concluding a fairly active year on
campus with a series of programs
and activities. The HealthSciences
Committee recently sponsored a
talk here by Peter Scott, CoAuthor of the Politics of Escalation. Scott talked about the recent
escalations of the war In VletNam and was extremelypessimistic about a possible peace there.
The audience of about fifty engaged
him in some lively andstimulating
discussion after his talk.
CIPA is sponsoring a talk
Phil Drath, the Congressional candidate from Marin who
recently sailed a boat from here
to North Viet Nam to bring Medical supplies to the North Vietnamese. He will talk about this
trip and about the prospects In
the War. C.LP.A. tried to get a
man from the Military to debate
here by

November-City Ballot which would residents of the Mission. This
effectivelly call for the withdrawal summer there will be a group of
of U.S. troops from Viet Nam. If about fifteen students and residents of the Mission working with
voted by San Francisco voters it
both the State-wide Health Conwould represent the policy of the federation's funds on this project.
electors of this city. 12,000 sig- The general aim Is to discover
natures are required to get the

resolution on the ballot and it is
anticipated that a lot of work will
go Into this during the summer,
indeed many more volunteers are
needed If the signatures are to
be obtained according to CIPA and
anyone interested should call Peter
Lipton, 387/2865 or Peter Petrakls
386-3259.

them to better It through develop-
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CIPA will beinvolved during
the summer In working on theAntiWar Referendum. This is an effort

PHONE 664 7393

come to attend.
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Further CIPA activity Includes

Its work In the Mission Area on
Health Problems down there. A
Health Rights handbook has been
written which will be distributed
through Community Groups to the

with Drath but were told by the
base here that all speakers would
have to be cleared by the Depart-1
ment of Defense and this would!
take quite some time.
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how the poorer residents of the ment of concern and local power.
Mission feel about their health
CIPA
is holding its last
care (To start towards this end
a grou from CIPA went into the meeting of the year on Thursday
Mission this Saturday to talk to (today) at 7:30 p.m. In the Women's
people there) and to try and help Residence Lounge. All are wel-
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UCMC and the City...Continued
From page 12
suggests a mass transit should know something of the patscheme. No one is talking about tern of ghetto life. The student,
these problems as a whole, as the professions, the patient, and
the society will be much richer
urban problems.
Obviously, then a greater effort if health professionals, as part
must be made on this campus to of their education, learn to walk
down ghetto streets and to talk to
equip the graduating health professional to help poor people and ghet- poor people with confidence and
understanding.
to people on an informed and comTo help accomplish this, the
passionate basis. The nursing, den
tal, pharmacy or medical student UCSFMC should establish simple,
but comprehensive clinics in small
buildings in one or more of the
poorer areas of the city.. Students
in the latter years of their eduContinued from pg. 3
cation would be assigned families
equally immense.
Nevertheless, despairing of the for which they would be responpolicy of his government, may a sible for a year or more, The
citizen refuse to serve its legiti- student would visit the family in
mate request? If one were a Senthe home, he would arrange clinic
appointments for urgent problems,
ator, an editor or respected columnist, then the clear way to ful- and he would meet the family for
fill the patriotic duty of dissent all routine appointments.
would be to make public one's Wherever possible, the student
view. Senator Fulbright, due to his would perform necessary pro
position created by law and acting cedures himself, under superviswithin the law, can bring more ion. Thus, the student would come
power to bear on his resistance to know the patients, the family,
to this war than he could in any and the neighborhood, He would
other way. I cannot. The single become important to the family.
most effective thing that I can do He would be less a nervous outis take a public stand which I hope
will help mobilize political support
for opposition to the war, making
it practical for a presidential
UCLA

Viet Medicine

-

candidate to campaign in opposition
to the war, so that the American
people, rather than being confronted by the question of support
for the incumbent president's policies, can truly choose. Given an
intelligent leader, to uphold the
view that we need not fight in Vietnam, and given an election with
such a choice, rather than our
traditional support of the incumbent, and I do not believe the
American public would choose this
war. yet I have signed a statement
claiming that I REFUSE to serve
in Vietnam, and ultimately, this
may require me to break the law.
What can be said in defense of

this? That if one must break the
law, he does so over a carefully
chosen issue and with no personal
gain in view, that he gives clear
notice of his intent to disobey,
and that he accept as legitimate
the right of his government to
punish him. One is, then a lawbreaker, but has done what he can
to limit the ill effects of disobedience per se. Is there no
other way? Letters to Congressmen, petitions? Yes, and these
should be pursued. But a strong
stand is required, our napalm is
too needlessly effective, and willingness ultimately to accept my
country's punishment is the
strongest stand I can take.
But as a doctor can I refuse to
serve? Whom? Soldiers, or soldiers first? Not soldiers, I would
willingly go to Vietnam to help
soldier and civilian alike as each
needs help in terms of te severity of injury or disease. It is the
military priority that our soldiers
a rational
must be served first
priority for an army that must
field a force and maintain its
health and moral. But I would not
choose to support these priorities,
I would choose to support the sick.
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sionals.

Lastly, a good case can be
made for having the center for
urban problems on this campus.
It might well broaden the health
professions student. We are inundated with information about the
physical requirements of our patients. In this flood, we tend to
forget thesocial setting from which
our patients emerge, in coming to
the clinic or the hospital. We would
have much to gain in understanding the society that produces the
slum, and the people who occupy
it.
Reciprocally, we can benefit.
Health scientists are expert at
studying complex systems from
which a limited amount of information can be extracted, and for

which adequate controls are an
ideal. Health scientists are pragmatic, skeptical men, who realize
that work must be done on the
basis of incomplete evidence, but
they are also inclined to search
for more information, and to hold
their conclusions tentatively.
These men would have much to
offer scholars examining the major ills afflicting our cities and
endangering the society that produced them.
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ginning early in the student's career, may make solutions obvious
to problems now considered insoluble by most health profes-
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not even on accounts with a zero balance.
"Dormant account" service is automatic
for returning students and faculty members.
In the fall, your account will be waiting.
Just make a deposit, and it's ready to use.
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sider, and more someone with
friends in the neighborhood; more
someone with a job to do, It
would be increasingly difficult to
think in stereotypes on either side
of the relationship.
To correct the University-wide
failure to focus serious attention
on urban problems, a graduatelevel center should be established, perhaps In association with
this campus, specifically for that
purpose. Since the major problems in agriculture and industrialization are well behind us, and
since the University has made
great contributions those areas,
it is reasonable, for the University to concern itself with the
urban problems which face us
now.
This is not to suggest that the
University become involved local
political partisan conflict. Rather,
the Center for Urban Problems
could become a source of reason,
study, evaluation, and facts. Sociologist, civil engineer, social
psychologist, architect, and political scientist could be brought
together to identify, characterize,

and explore the host of difficulties
besetting the urban majority in
America. In addition to the problems, the methods of dealing with
them could be examined dispassionately. Such evaluation could
then be the basis for rational application or withdrawalof different
methods of tackling our city problems.
While this proposal may seem
radical to some, it is truly based
on one of the most successful
programs ever established by the
University. Our University has
engaged In experimental agriculture for years. It has freely offered the best results of its research to California farmers, and
in fact, the University can legitimately claim a majro role in
establishing the agricultural supremacy of the state. There is no
reason why this precedent cannot
be made applicable to urban problems as well.
We could start modestly in our
own professional schools at the
Medical Center. As part of our
education we could at least be
made aware of the gravity of the
problems, and'be exposed as much
as possible to the people most afflicted. Small clinics, combined
with student responsibility for the
long-term care of a family, provide one way of increasing awareness. Increased awareness, be-
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Around the Locker Room

Sports Comments

games. Without her help these tact Al Kerr or Dave Seed at the
programs wouldn't have run near- Athletic Desk if you are interested.
ly as smoothly as they did this
The Athletic Desk and Sports Desk of the SYNAPSE have received
past year. So again, our thanks for
Summer Softball League Sign many comments on the article that appeared in the last issue of the
ups are now being held at the Union
a fine job well done.
SYNAPSE concerning the abusive use of the gym and pool for nonAthletic Office or at the Pool desk, athletic events. Most people that commented on the article agreed
The Trampoline will be open to The winning team will be eligible
that the student who pays the fees to support the Union is being
all Union Members this summer to represent this campus at the ancheated by the people who use the gym for non-athletic events and
from 5-6:30p,m. Informal instruc- nual All-Cal Spoils Weekend next
who do not pay any fees for its use. It was noteworthy that on the day
tion will be held by Union athletic Spring, If yoit are interested in the last SYNAPSE came out (Friday, May sth), the gym was being
instructor Dave Seed, Also, if entering a team or playing on a
used to host a luncheon for a group, none of which pays fees for the
there is sufficient interest, there team please contact Al Kerr or
use of the Union's facilities. It also seems that the problem is
will be a gymnastics program for leave your name at the Athletic getting worse as more and more luncheons are being held in the
children this summer, Please con- Desk.
gym, especially on Fridays when the gym usually is crowded by
The children's summer swim Students wishing to get some exercise.
If this problem is to be alleviated it must be done by the students
program will start about June 26.,
Member sign ups are being taken themselves. The Millberry Union policies are controlled to a large
now at the Millberry Pool, Nonextent by the Union Board of Governors. So, if there are any commember sign ups start 3 days plaints about the Union, or any course of action you wish the Union
to take, you will have to direct your comments to the Union Board of
before classes start. Please congovernors. Also, you can contact the new A.S.U.C. President,
tact Elaine Kissil or Al Kerr,
The tiny tots, for children age Denis Michaud, about this problem. In addition, Jim Smith is circula3-5, will have three 1/2 hour ting a petition requesting that the number of luncheons and other
After four straight years of being in the championship game, the classes from 2-3:30 every Monnon-athletic events held in the gym be eliminated or drastically
Senior "Dents" finally won the UCMC intramural basketball title day, Wednesday, and Friday, There reduced. Only by the students efforts will this problem be eliminaby defeating an aggregate of students from Dentistry, Medicine and will also be swim classes held ted.
Pharmacy called "Ourselves." The final score was 46-40.The halffor children between 6 and 12
Don Clemetson
time score was 27-17 in favor of the Senior "Dents." At the outset
years of age,
•
>
■
of the second half "Ourselves" put on a rally and closed the score
to within two points at 34-36. But the "Dents" managed to hang on
and increase their lead to the final score of 46-40. Don Clemetson
and Rich Hosley led the winners with 19 and 11 points respectively,
while Mike Peterson had 14 points for the losers.

The athletic facilities in the
Millberry Union will be open during the summer from 10 a,m, to
9 p.m. during the week, and from
10 a.m. to 6 p.m, on Saturdays and
from 1 p.m, to 6 p.m, on Sundays,
The Millberry Athletic Department and the SYNAPSE would like
to extend our thanks and appreciation to Marianne Foppiano for
all the fine work she's done for
women's intramurals andf&r keeping the score book at the UCMC
and men's intramural basketball

Senior 'Dents' No Longer
Bridesmaids Marry Title

-

.

•

Throughout the year the team was led by Rich "hairy" Hosley,
Bill "the claw" Claussen, and John "Boom-Boom" Beumer, Vocal
support was led by Mike "wrong arm" Hoey, and Jay "bird" Pear-

son.

The Senior "Dents" reached the finals by defeating an outclassed,
but not outgunned, team from Delta Sigma Delta Dental Fraternity in
the semi-final game, 63-45.
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CALIFORNIA STATE EMPLOYEES'
CREDIT UNION NO. 2
DO ALL YOUR

CONSUMER FINANCING WITH CREDIT UNION LOANS.

COMPARE THE RATES
AS MUCH AS 60% LESS THAN MOST LOAN COMPANIES
1% per month

FREE DELIVERY
OV. 1-8794

2Vi% per month

AS MUCH AS 33V3% LESS THAN MOST REVOLVING CREDIT PLANS
1% per month

HOURS 7 AM TO 10 PM
INCLUDING SUNDAY

vt

vt

i'/j% per month

AS MUCH AS 25% LESS THAN MOST BANK PERSONAL LOANS
$6.50 per $ tOO.OO per year vt $8.00 per $100.00 per year

LOAN PROTECTION INSURANCE AT NO EXTRA COST

PwddHard£mice, /nu.
2600 OCEAN AVENUE
(Lakeside Village)

334-5070
Your Business and Vacation Headquarters.
Free Ticket Delivery to the Medical Center.

LOANS MADE FOR ANY WORTHY PURPOSE
ASK ABOUT THE NEW AUTOMOBILE PURCHASE PLAN
Fleet prices for credit union menbers.

FINANCE THE CAR AT $4.75 per $100.00 per YEAR.
Life insurance at no additional cost.

CALL OR WRITE
CALIFORNIA STATE EMPLOYEES' CREDIT UNION NO 2
333 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94102
PHONE 861-1930 LOAN INFORMATION 861-4507 MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
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Interview With the Chancellor

Table Clinic Vital ADA

Foreign Policy & U.C.M.C. Convention Feature
A few years ago Chancellor
Fleming, while still Dean Emeritus of the Dental School was approached by the Agency for International Development", or A.LD.,
which is under the jurisdiction of
the U.S. Department of State. A.LD.
which is responsible for all civil
programs in South Viet Nam were
requesting that Dean Fleming become the consultant to the Dental
School at the University of Siagon.

one; whereas he is "not as convinced as others on this campus"
that Bombs and bullets are such
a bad way of achieving a peaceful
and developing So. Viet Nam he
is sure that a far better way "is
through improving education and

health". He further feels that because of the pre-eminence of U.S.
Dentistry in the world the Dental
program affords a unique opportunity to begin introducing English as
the second language in Viet Nam
Saigon Dental
to replace French.
During the interview we meandIt appears that the Government
through several topics Chanered
was interested in increasing the

-

the health sciences. Since this
directive the Chancellor has reconstituted the Academic P Planning Committeeunder the direction
of Dr. Malcolm Watts with a directive to come up with concrete plans
for the development of the campus.
Aside from the usual aspects of
development the Chancellor Is con-

cerned with trying to Incorporate
the U.C. Berkeley Departments of
Public Health and ofSocial Welfare
into the S.F. Campus. This seems
an exciting, idea in the direction
of integrating health with general
Societal problems.

Praise

number and quantity of dentists In cellor Fleming enjoys the spoken
In many ways it is a shame that
So. Viet Nam. (At present there word; he enjoys reminiscing with
Fleming's statutory retanit
and
to
lean
back
and
take
Chancellor
about
100
to
service
are
dentists
this June 3th. (He will
proves
it
much
of
this
tirement
is
a population of 16,000,000) This gents with
remain as Chancellor until a new
interesting.
was learned in an interview with
one Is found, which he thinks will
Fleming held by SynCampus
quite soon) because he has
be
apse last week. The reason Dean
One thing discussed was the proved to be a man deeply comby
was
for
Fleming
picked
A.I.D.
notion of using the Mcd Center as
mited to the Medical Center as
the position was apparently his the base for
a complete Urban an institution which must concern
to
this
with
work prior
a Dr.Tiep, Campus in this city. This was
itself with the total health (meda member of the Dental School at something very much wantedby the
of the community, and
Siagon. Dr. Tiep had spent a year Chancellor. He feels that "just as ical, social)
not
Ivory
tower, or physicas
an
here under the direct tutelage of the Valley acts as the 'out-patient
ian
he has proved
factory.
Also,
Dean Fleming learning adminisdepartment' for the Agricultural not only
tolerant, but proud, of
trative procedures. Chancellor School at Davis so should the city
of today's student genFleming feels, by the way, that act for the Urban Campus which can the ideas
'peace corps spirit*eratlon-their
this liason produced a very posiconcern itself with the very pres- and their more political Ideas.
tive achievement. Prior to it the sing problems of contemporary urThese two attitudes are very imDental program at Siagon had been ban life." This prospect has very
portant today. As a parting note
modelled after that in many Eurorecently been, for the present, Synapse asked the Chancellor for
pean Countries. The future dentist blotted out by directive from the
on Synapse.
would first do an M.D. program. Regents. (It was the uncertainty a printable comment
Synapse
Then he would spend about two regarding this campus idea that
After stating that almost all the
years 'reading a book' on dentistry has largely accounted for there
trouble he got about the paper was
and be then christened 'dentist.
not having been a permanent Chan- from
faculty and not students his
Dean Fleming apparently did an
cellor appointed here), instead the answer was:
"Sure it bugs the
effective job of convincing Dr. Board has
directed that UCSF
at times, but that's
out
of
me
hell
Tiep that the U.S. system was
concern itself with the development
what
a paper is for.
.1 would
better as the program at Siagon
of a very cpmplete program in not want to go back to the old days."
was modified after Dr. Tiep*s

-

Chancellor

Urban

.

return. Returning to the thread:
an A.LD. stipulation for the job
was that no wives be allowed In
Siagon. Dean Fleming

tried, with-

out success, to wring a change in
this policy but to no avail. As
he says; 'I was firm, they were
stubborn'! He implied that they
felt quite the reverse. This was
not the end, however. The next
government move was to change
the sponsoring body of the project
from A.LD. to the World Health
Organization. When asked by Synapse how the Governmenthad managed to obtain sponsorship from

the WHO, a U.N. agency, Chancellor
Fleming admitted tohaving no idea.
By this time, however, Dean Fleming's commitments to the University had grown. He was Dean
of Students and was soon to be
appointed Chancellor. Thus, he had
finally io refuse the position. Since
this time (19G6) the program has
changed conceptually. The WHO
idea was dropped as was A.LD
(AID sponsorship of University
programs has been reduced following the recent CIA disclosures).
The State Department has now
called on the AMA and the ADA to
sponsor the programs. After sending inspection teams there the two
professional bodies have decided to
accept the task. This then is where
the project stands at present.
Chancellor Fleming is still helping but from the more temperate
location of Parnassus Heights, he
feels the idea is a very Important
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FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
THIS SUMMER

Intercontinental
STUDENT TRAVEL
SERVICE
323 NORTH BEVERLY DRIVE
BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF.
275-8180
8 MUNCHEN 13
TURKENSTR. 17

GERMANY

Table Clinic Presented for the American in Dallas
One of the most important features of the scientific program

of the annual session of the American Dental Association is the student table clinic program.
It was initiated and designed to
enable students to take an active
part in the scientific program and
gain recognition for themselves
'and for their school.
Each dental school selects Its
best student clinician. The student
so selected will have an expense
paid trip to the convention city
(1967—Washington, D.C.; 1968—
Miami; 1969—New York) to present his clinic at the annual session. These clinics are In two
categories: one, clinical application, and two, basic science research.
Besides this presentation at the
national level, student clinics are
given at the California State Dental Association Annual Meeting and
the University of CaliforniaDental
Alumni Association Meeting.

I

The purpose of student table
clinics are; 1. to further student
education In a field the person is
particularly InterestedIn studying.
2. to increase the appreciation of
the future practloner to the fact
of working on people and patients
rather than mouths. 3. to train students for future discussion and
education within the field. 4. to
provide a way to present Ideas
and get constructive evaluation
and criticism. 5. to allow students
to take a more active part in
dental conventions.
The Associated Dental Student
Body Fund and the Dean ofDentistry Office will be able to provide
some financial support four these
clinics. Interested dental students
should contact their class president or a member of the Student
Table Clinic Advisory Committee.
Members of this advisory committee are: Dr. R. Nicholson, Dr.
D. Ralston, Dr. V. Tueller, Sue
Huff, Jim Poco, ArJ Kobal, and
Al Landuccl
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New Mass Schedule
Sunday: 9:30 a.m., 11:00 a.m.,
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Holidays: 6:30 a.m., 12:15 p.m., 5:00 p.m.
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Father John M. Ring
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FRED SHEPHERD
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1827 IRVING AT 19TH AYE.
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